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White
Good evening.  We heard this week that Bridget Warr is stepping down next March, after what will then have been six years, as chief executive of the Guide Dogs for the Blind Association.  So today we're concentrating on talking to her about the past six years and about how she sees the future.

Bridget took over at a difficult time, it had been tough financially, the organisation was seeking a breakeven budget and there was still considerable rumblings after radical changes to the training regime which had seen the closing of many of the residential training centres and a move toward either training at home or in temporary settings such as hotels.  But Bridget told us, at the time, that she relished the challenge as the organisation embarked on a five year plan.  Bridget Warr is with me.

So why are you going?

Warr
Why am I going?  Well it's been five years, it'll be six years by the time I go...

White
That's not very long in chief executive terms.

Warr
Oh I don't know, I think it's a very healthy period of time.  We've seen, as you said in the introduction, we've seen the organisation through a full five year strategy, we're at the point of establishing our next strategy for five to 10 years, it's been a great time but there are other things that I want to do before I retire and now is a perfect time for someone else to take over - or rather March will be.

White
Okay.  So can we, first of all - can we go back to that original interview?  I went back and listened to it.  One of your main criteria, at the time, was getting the finances straight - are they?

Warr
Absolutely.  Even in these very difficult times and of course we've taken a small hit on our fundraising, the same as everybody else, I'm very proud to say that on our day-to-day routine work we have broken even every year that I've been there.  We've dipped into our reserves for the reasons that I believe reserves are there - which is to set up new services or to trial things.  And the finances are absolutely back on track.

White
And is that just the aim - to breakeven - do you think that - because there was a time when the Guide Dogs had a reputation for having one of the largest reserves of any charity - is there a change of emphasis there where you think, as a lot of people thought you ought to, spend your money as you get it?

Warr
Well we still have reserves but we need to be very clear why we have those reserves.  First of all we make a lifetime commitment to guide dog owners, so it could be five, six, seven dogs that we need to provide for each guide dog owner in their lifetime, so we need to be sure that we are viable and can keep running for a reasonable period of time.  So we keep money in reserves for that.  We also keep money in reserves to fund research, ophthalmic and canine and technology research.  And of course we have money in reserves ringfenced to cover the gap in the pension scheme, should we ever need to do so.

White
What about legacies?  I mean that was one of the worries - that with the credit crunch, with all the kind of other demands on people, with their dips in savings that legacies would be hit.

Warr
Well you know the doom merchants have been telling us for - I understand - about 10 years that legacy income is going to go down.  We are delighted to find that it's stayed pretty level.  It's really important to us.  What we are finding now is that the value of legacies is dropping a little bit because so many of them contain property which we then have to sell and obviously we're not selling at quite the same levels that we were before.  The number of notifications of legacies has gone down a little.  But on the whole the value of each legacy has increased a bit.  So I mean it's not luck, there's quite a lot of science in getting legacies, so we do invest in marketing, which will encourage people to leave legacies to us, but we're also building really quite successfully our other forms of fundraising.

White
Now another thing that we talked about at the time was democracy and the role that visually impaired, the owners themselves, played in the organisation.  I think it's true to say there's always been a feeling that Guide Dogs for the Blind Association wasn't representative enough.  I mean can I establish, first of all, there's a trend now for membership organisations amongst disability organisations, which you call yourself a membership organisation?

Warr
Well we are technically a membership organisation, absolutely and in fact we're in the process at the moment of fundamentally reviewing the form of membership that we operate and looking at ways of involving people more in the running of the organisation.  Having said that, over the last five years, we've built up a very effective representative structure, so that every guide dog owner has the opportunity to elect a district rep and the district reps and the national reps meet with the chairman and myself very regularly and that process has delivered some really very impressive results.

White
But membership and democracy aren't necessarily the same thing.  Would you say visually impaired people, guide dog owners, were driving the policy of this organisation?

Warr
To go back to the beginning of your question.  Membership and democracy are indeed different things.  Membership is not confined to people who are guide dog owners, and indeed guide dog owners need to choose whether they want to be members or not.  Democracy is a difficult concept isn't it in this environment.  What I'm concerned about is that people who receive our services, predominantly guide dog owners, have every opportunity to influence the direction of the organisation, which I believe they now do.  And also remember that we always have a number of guide dog owners on our trustee body, on our council.  So they are always present in everything that we decide.

White
But of course there are a lot of people who'd only be content with a decision making body that actually had a majority of visually impaired people, in this case guide dog owners, actually deciding policy, you're nowhere near that are you?

Warr
We have just under half of our trustee body is people with a visual impairment.  I think one has to balance the importance of the contribution of people with a visual impairment with the all around importance of the council and council recruit trustees on the basis of a skills analysis or a skills gap analysis so that you'll see, for instance, that when they advertise for new trustees there are always certain specialist knowledge that they're looking for in those new trustees, as well as making sure they're all round good trustees.  Personally I would be delighted if we could fill all of those skills gaps and have a totally blind or partially sighted council, that would be excellent but running a multimillion pound organisation you need to be very clear that you've got all the skills at the top and we always go out to encourage blind or partially sighted applicants for trusteeship.

White
Now you mentioned a 10 plan that the organisation is embarking on, can you just outline what that plan is in a nutshell?

Warr
Firstly, the five to 10 year plan that we're just putting the finishing touches to now is based essentially on the research that we conducted, which asked people what they wanted.  We asked blind and partially sighted people what their needs were and what their aspirations were and actually we've done that in the largest way ever, which is a slight embarrassment to the country but actually, thank goodness, that's a piece of work that is now done.  What we identified was that people, when they lose their sight, go along what we - we have called a mobility journey.  So at the time, whether they're a child or an adult and indeed if it's a young child it affects the family as well, at the time that the diagnosis is clear people are understandably shocked, upset, distressed, many people slip into depression at that stage.  There is no point, at that stage, in going in and saying have you thought about a guide dog or can we train you with a white cane or indeed any of the other supports that we or other organisations can give because the first thing people need to do is to believe that there's a life that's worth living out there.  And we found that the services to help people through that initial period were, if I were being very polite I would say patchy at best ...

White
Well don't be polite.

Warr
Well rubbish I think is more like it.  And a number of the organisations now and we are working on how we can get to people at that very early stage to help them, either avoid the depression altogether or at least get through it very quickly.

White
But can I ask you - haven't we been here before?  I mean going back - I've lost track of time - probably over 10 years the Guide Dogs for the Blind Association was talking about having a bigger hand in rehab, it was talking about financing rehabilitation officers for local authorities - isn't that what you're doing?  And the question that I would want to ask you - isn't that - what you're describing - isn't that social services' job?

Warr
That was a long time ago Peter, your memory is probably a little longer than mine and there was a time when Guide Dogs provided a free service for local authorities.  But you're absolutely right, Peter, that is the local authorities' job.  It's the role of organisations like us and like local - local associations and like the RNIB to deliver the expertise if that's needed but it should be the responsibility of the local authority to deliver it.  If I can just pick up where I left off with the mobility journey.  Having helped people through that process we then know that there's a time at which people want to take stock of what they want out of their lives and that the opportunity to talk that through with people is really important.  And then they move on to having identified the services they need, making sure that those services are available to them and at that stage our new strategy - will involve the Guide Dogs service, that's always going to be absolutely core and central to everything that we do - but there will be other services to enhance people's mobility that they can key into at that stage if they want them.  And then once they've got the services, they've got the mobility, then we hope that people will be fully integrated and involved back in the community and at that stage of course our campaigning and training with professionals and that sort of thing is going to be really important.  So our new strategy is designed to help people through that mobility journey step by step in whatever way the individual wants to go...

White
Sorry, can I get this clear?  Are you therefore, at that stage in the journey, are you providing services or are you providing consultation - advice?  Are you saying that the Guide Dog for the Blind Association is going to provide direct services of a rehabilitation kind?

Warr
We'll be providing some direct services but the really important thing to recognise, as we have from the start, is that nobody is going to change the world for every blind and partially sighted person in the UK without collaborating with other providers.  So there will be times when we are acting as advisors and supporters in that way.  There will be times when we're saying actually this other organisation in your local area provides this service, let us help you to access that service.  And there will be times when we are providing the service ourselves.  And of course the Guide Dog service is the obvious example where we don't anticipate anybody else delivering the Guide Dog service in any major way and we believe it's our responsibility to make sure that that service goes from strength to strength.

White
But this does raise a question that we've heard from people and this is the thing about core services.  Some people say to us, bearing in mind that this organisation often talks about other forms of rehab than guide dogs, what we want you to do - this is guide dog owners talking - what we want you to do is basically concentrate on the core guide dog training service - just do it better.

Warr
Yes doing it better would be difficult Peter because we actually know that we are among the best in the world and we've just run another survey, it's the second survey of guide dog owners, and again we're up in the 90% satisfaction with the service.  So doing it better - we'll constantly strive to do it better - but that's not going to be that easy...

White
But people will say if you've got resources to do all these other things you could actually concentrate - there's always a way of doing it better.

Warr
The vast majority of our resources are tied up in the guide dog service and always will be and there's no suggested change to that.  I understand some people, and sometimes it is the guide dog owners themselves, being a bit cautious about the fact that we are involved in helping people get mobile in other ways.  And I think that's based on the fact that there's a fear that we'll take our eye of the guide dog's ball - if I can put it that way - and not concentrate so hard on delivering a really excellent service in that area.  I can absolutely guarantee there is no risk of that.  The guide dog service is at the core of what we do, we will continue to invest in it, we've invested in it hugely heavily over the last five years - we've built new buildings, we've recruited new staff, we've enhanced the training and so on - and I don't see any reason why that should stop.

White
I just want to return finally to this issue of core values, core role because we've talked about the fact that that's what people want and yet you are still doing a lot of other things - funding research into eye disease for example, you've already talked about rehab, campaigning - and I suppose the question is inevitable in a way - if you're going to go on doing all these other things why do we need all these organisations doing much the same?  We've already seen Action for Blind People go into association with the RNIB, Talking Newspapers were on this programme the other day saying for economic reasons they'd like to do so as well.  What's to stop Guide Dogs, wouldn't it make economic and political sense?  If you're all doing similar things why not do them together?

Warr
Well that's a pretty big question Peter.  Can I go back to the beginning of it?  First of all, why are we doing other things?  The Guide Dog service is hugely important.  We believe there are a large number - more people who could benefit from a guide dog if we could just cut through some of the myths about you have to pay the full cost of a guide dog - wrong, it's 50 pence; you have to be totally blind - wrong, as long as you've got a significant vision impairment; you have to be very sprightly - wrong we're delivering really successful partnerships for people whose mobility is quite limited and so on.  So we do believe there are more people who can benefit from a guide dog and we're going to go out there and deliver that.  But Peter there are 180,000 people in the UK who don't go outside their homes alone.  And that is just an absolutely outrageous situation.  So we have an obligation to look at other forms of mobility.  We want to be the lead organisation in mobility for blind and partially sighted people.  The Guide Dog service would never do that on its own, so we have to look at other ways of helping at least a sizeable proportion of that 180,000 people to get out on their own to be truly independent and to choose the lives that they want to lead.  

The research that we fund is very focused, either on helping us to plan for the future - so epidemiology and so on - or on developing interventions that will stop the additional loss of sight, so as you will know Peter for a lot of partially sighted people their residual sight is really, really important to their mobility, so that the research, the ophthalmic research, that we're supporting is very much geared to enhancing human knowledge and hopefully developing new interventions that will help stop sight loss rather than anything that isn't of relevance to guide dog owners, it's essentially of relevance to them.  And of course we also fund research, canine research in particular, which I'm sure I don't have to explain is fundamentally important to the Guide Dog service.

So then you moved on to why all the other organisations ...

White
Why you don't get together, you could still do all of those things and yet say politically we would have much more clout for blind people if we got together.  I know that there are federations and organisations go together to - but it's not the same as having the whole thing under one umbrella.  I'm not saying whose umbrella it might be, I'm not interested in blind organisations and their empire building, what I'm saying is wouldn't it be more effective to have one big one and not need the umbrella?

Warr
Actually I don't think it would be more effective to have one vast organisation because I think if you - and it really would have to be vast if it was picking up all the local societies and all the specialist organisations because I think you inevitably lose something when you get into big conglomerates.  What I do feel very strongly - and our new strategy is very much underpinned by this and we've made progress over the last five years - is that we should all be working collaboratively together and it should be based on mutual respect.  And I think one of the things I'm particularly proud of, for instance, is the way in which we've gone about developing our campaigning so that it is most unusual now for us to run any campaign without it being in collaboration with usually quite a large number of other organisations both in the vision impairment field and also outside it because a lot of the issues we're campaigning on relate to other people as well.  And I don't believe any one organisation can do it all.  I believe we should all be pulling together.  Of course there will be tensions, it would be crazy to suggest otherwise, but actually I think those tensions can be creative and can be useful to blind and partially sighted people.  And at the end of the day the only thing that matters is that blind and partially sighted people get the services they need so that they can live the lives they want.

White
Bridget Warr, thank you very much, both for that and for all your cooperation during the last six years or so. 

That's it for today.  We always want your queries and comments, you can call our action line on 0800 044 044 and you can e-mail us via the website, that's bbc.co.uk and then go to Radio 4 and then In Touch.  And there'll be a podcast of today's programme as from tomorrow.  From me, Peter White, my producer Cheryl Gabriel, Bridget Warr and the team, goodbye.


